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To: Tanveer Saleh <tanveers@iium.edu.my>
Dear Tanveer Saleh: 
We are pleased to inform you that your paper submission titled “DEVELOPMENT OF MICRO-EDM MACHINE WITH
PROCESS PARAMETER CONTROL FOR MICRO-EDM DRILLING” (Paper-Id: 22) has been ACCEPTED to be
presented in ICMAAE'21 conference subject to adequately addressing the reviewers' comments and suggestions.  The
reviewers’ comments are appended at the end of this notification email for your necessary action. A separate file
containing a more detailed Reviewer comment will be sent following this notification. Please note that one of the authors
MUST present the paper at the conference as a requirement for the paper to be published in the conference proceeding
or journal. 
Please download the following form to answer the reviewer comments (http://bit.ly/ICMAAE21AReviewForm).  
Once the paper has addressed all of the reviewers comment, please fill in the Answer-to-Reviewer form and save in a pdf
file. 
Please ensure that the similarity index of the camera ready paper is less than 30% for Option 1 and less than 25% for
other options of the publication. Please save the similarity index file in a pdf file. 
Please make payment for the conference registration through the link provided in the ICMAAE’21 website 
https://conference.iium.edu.my/icmaae/2021/registration-fees/ 
Should you have more than one paper accepted for registration, please register one paper at a time. Payment also needs
to be made separately for each paper. 
After successfully making the payment, please complete the submission of the camera-ready paper by filling in the
following Paper Submission Form  
( https://bit.ly/3i2Jtv2 ) by attaching the following items latest by 10 June 2021: 
1. Camera Ready Manuscript (Word File) 
Please submit the camera ready file in the Microsoft Word document .docx format. Rename the file as
ICMAAE21_<PaperId>_Manuscript.docx (Example: ICMAAE21_2_Manuscript.docx). 
2. Camera Ready Manuscript (pdf File) 
Please submit the camera ready file in pdf format. Rename the file as ICMAAE21_<PaperId>_Manuscript.pdf (Example:
ICMAAE21_3_Manuscript.pdf) 
3. Answer to Reviewer file (pdf file) 
Please submit the Answer to Reviewer file in pdf format. Rename the file as ICMAAE21_<PaperId>_Reviewer.pdf
(Example: ICMAAE21_1_Reviewer.pdf).  
4. Similarity Index file (pdf file) 
Please submit the file (in pdf format) showing the Turn-It-In or other document plagiarism checker result. Rename the file
as ICMAAE21_<PaperId>_similarity.pdf (Example: ICMAAE21_4_similarity.pdf). 
Should you have any inquiry, kindly email to icmaae@iium.edu.my. Please frequently check the conference update in the
conference website. Thank you for your participation in ICMAAE’21. 
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----------- Title ----------- 
Yes the title suits the content
----------- Abstract ----------- 
Suggest to concisely explain the scope of the development work for the Micro-EDM. 
----------- Introduction ----------- 
1) Suggest to clearly explain the existing Micro-EDM (include picture for clearer explanation and need to emphasize the
essence of producing the better version of Micro-EDM compared to the existing one.  
2) explain the short form (MRR,TWR, OC, RC, 
----------- Methodology ----------- 
1) The overall flow of the development work was not explained earlier. 
2) A lot of short form without description of the term. Need to describe the short form before using it in the text 
----------- Results ----------- 
1) Suggest to show the comparison of the exisitng and the newly developed Micro-EDM and label the new important
components. The spec seems the same except for the resistance value which not elaborated how it can be different and
whats the expected effect to the machine. 
2) Need to expain further what do u mean by "different retraction system". 
----------- Conclusions ----------- 
ok 
----------- References ----------- 
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----------- Title ----------- 
The title does not reflect the content appropriately. The title 'development' is very big, which is not addressed in the paper
content. The paper only analyses some parameter changes and compares the EDM with another platform. 
Please consider revising the title to suit the paper content, the term Micro_EDM appear twice, which is redundant. 
Put 1,2,3 superscript at the beginning of the authors' affiliation since all are from the same dept and univ. 
----------- Abstract ----------- 
In Abstract, it has no method mentioned, the results are too general. 
before the general result was mentioned, what is the methodology conducted? 
Some sentences are not needed in the abstract. 
Word 'research' in the abstract and elsewhere in the paper should be changed to 'paper'. 
----------- Introduction ----------- 
The introduction is acceptable. 
----------- Methodology ----------- 
The methodology is not sufficient. The author jumps to the performance analysis without a detailed explanation of the
EDM that is claimed new. The subtitle of development is too big and it appears in the title as well and yet the details are
not much. 
Figure 3 might be labeled. 
----------- Results ----------- 
The results are sufficient if the 'development' scope was taken out from the whole paper. 
----------- Conclusions ----------- 
The conclusion needs revision. 
----------- References ----------- 
The references quoted are sufficient 
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